The detailed form of the dispersion relation in He II has recently been the subject of intense interest. ' ' The present discussion' was motivated by the work of Molinari and Regge' in which they suggested the dispersion curve in He II might possess a term quadratic in the momentum. Their work was based on theoretical efforts es well as on computer fits to the data of Cowley and Woods' as shown in Fig. 1 . In the work we shall describe here we have also carried out fits to the data of Cowley and Woods. It is our feeling that questions concerning the lower-order coefficients of the dispersion relation in He II can be best addressed by an examination of the smallmomentum-transfer portion of the neutron scattering data. Hence, in our case we have restricted attention to the small-angle data (k &1. 0 A-').
As a basis for the present comments, let us introduce the following expansion for the dispersion relation E(k):
The present discussion is concerned with whether or not the existing neutron-scattering experiments support the conclusions that (i} the dispersion curve has a small upward concavity' and (ii} the above expansions contain odd' powers of k (i.e. , can n = 1?). The 
